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Tracking
the

SGT ALEC RILEY

Dubbo Police c.1920.
Back (l to r): G. Jones,Tracker Alec Riley,V.B. Senior.
Middle row: E.W. Heather, J.J. Cooper, O. Severin, —, F.W. Desmond, P.J. Conlon,A. Madelin, R. Baynham.
Front: Sgt 3rd Class W.Tubman, Inspector 2nd Class J.E. Grenenger, Supt Branston, —, S. Guthrie.

Dubbo Police 1912.
Back row (l to r): S/Const. R. Maher, —, —, Const. Rose, —, Const. Guthrie, —, Const. J.L. Mackay.
Seated (l to r):Tracker Alec Riley, —, —, Inspector Peterswald, —, —.

Photo courtesy of Dubbo Museum

Photo courtesy of Dubbo Museum

Alec Riley worked for the Dubbo Police Force between 1911

and 1950. In 1941 he became the first Aboriginal person to be

designated "Sergeant Tracker". On 1st January 1943, he was

awarded the highest police award, the King's Police and Fire

Services medal for Distinguished Service.The medal was pre-

sented by the New South Wales Governor, Lord Wakehurst, at

Government House, Sydney. He was the first Aboriginal to

receive such a high honour and is considered to be one of the

most highly regarded trackers of the 20th century.

Tracker Riley....
Tracking the West

Tracking
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SGT ALEC RILEY

Alec Riley was responsible for clearing up many police 

investigations in central and western New South Wales. His

involvement with many high profile cases became legendary. It

is said that he solved many more cases than were formally

attributed to him. Many claim that he ..."made many a cops'

career".

Tracker A. Riley, Detective Constable J. Bourke and unidentified

man examine evidence in the Moss case.

Albert Andrew Moss, who was committed for trial on a charge

of murder

Horses and sulky owned by murder victim Tom Robinson: important evidence in the in the Moss case.
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Tracks in time
From the early 1800s Aboriginal tracking skills  were employed to find
straying stock, guide explorers, and track escaped convicts and
bushrangers. The value of Aboriginal bushcraft for law enforcement
soon became apparent for other purposes - to suppress Aboriginal
resistance on the frontiers of white settlement.This has led to some
claims that Aboriginal trackers of the ninteenth century were traitors
to their own people. But were they traitors or survivors of 
intercultural conflict and clan rivalry?

William Strut,Home at last, c.1876. By permission of the National Library of Australia

ABORIGINAL
TRACKERS

The Tracker’s Toolkit
The ability of Aboriginal people to live off the land and track for food
and water is an ancient bushcraft skill. It's a skill that utilises all the 
senses, especially a keen eye, as well as an intimate knowledge of the
country and a power of logical deduction.These bushcraft skills were
used by Aboriginal trackers to find clues by reading disturbances in 
terrain, such as footprints, animal tracks, scats (animal droppings).

Human Kangaroo Horse unshod & shod Dog

William Strut,The blacks following the trails, c.1876. By permission of the National Library of Australia

ABORIGINAL
TRACKERS

Bush Detectives
Aboriginal tracking skills were invaluable for pursuing law-breakers,
escapees and finding men, women and children lost in the bush.
Their finely tuned senses and intimate knowledge of the landscape
enabled them to track the whereabouts of a person over long 
periods of time and over large distances.This ancient form of
bushcraft was responsible for saving the lives of many people, for
solving crime and bringing many to justice.

ABORIGINAL
TRACKERS

William Strut,The black trackers, c.1828-1894. By permission of the National Library of Australia
This work has been assisted with funds received from the New South Wales Centenary of Federation Committee.
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